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supporters of the opposition.1 The candidates usually
kept open house at some local tavern, and often votes were
extracted from drunken men. Landlords often threatened
their tenants with eviction as the penalty for not voting for
their candidate.2 In towns where the vote was attached
to certain properties, these were often bought, hired or
temporarily transferred. Properties were frequently divided
so that extra votes were created. In towns where the
freemen had the vote, the mayor and corporation often
created numbers of honorary freemen for electoral purposes,
and these were often strangers to the town. This happened
at Bedford, Gloucester, Derby, and many other towns.
The corporation sometimes threatened the freemen with
impressment for naval or military service unless they
supported the corporation's candidate. Local charities
were often used as bribes to the electors.
It would, however, be easy to exaggerate the absurdities
and injustices of the eighteenth-century parliamentary
system. It is clear many boroughs were so small that
they easily fell under the control of patrons. At Brecon
" Harley's recommendation would have been equivalent
to an election '*:3 Walpole declared in 1727 that he knew he
{{ could always be rechosen" at Lynn and Castle Rising.4
Newcastle boasted in 1768 that he had chosen the members
for Hastings since I7I4-5 In 1784 there were eighty-nine
close boroughs,6 and in 1793 the report of a Committee of
the Society of Friends stated that 306 members were returned
by patrons.7 Corruption was always widespread and
elections were costly. For instance, after the election of
1708, petitions were presented which alleged the practice
of bribery in twenty-two seats.8
The election of 1768 at Northampton is said to have cost
the two parties at least £30,000; the Duke of Portland was
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